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Abstract: Domotics is a promising area for intelligent and pervasive ap-
plications that aims at achieving a better quality of life. Harnessing modern
technologies is valuable in many contexts, in particular in home surveillance
scenario, where people safety or security might be threatened.
Modern home security systems endorse monitoring as well as control functions
in a remote fashion, e.g. via devices as a laptops, PDAs, or cell phones, thus
implementing the pervasive computing paradigma; moreover, the intelligence
is now often embedded into modern applications, e.g. surveillance systems
could adapt to the environment through a self-learning algorithm.
This work presents an intelligent and pervasive surveillance system for home
and corporate security based on the ZigBee protocol which detects and classifies
intrusions discarding false positives, also providing remote control and cameras
live streaming. Results of tests in different environments show the effectiveness
of the proposed system.
Keywords: Home surveillance systems; pervasive systems; ZigBee protocol.

1 Introduction

Home automation [1], [2] exploits the latest technologies to provide an intelligent control of
lighting, air conditioning, plumbing systems, home appliances and security systems, achieving
comfort, safety, efficiency, costs/energy savings and, in summary, a better quality of life [3], [4].

One of the first scenarios where the penetration of domotics occurred is home surveillance,
where sensors, actuators, alarms, controllers or even robots [5] increase safety through continu-
ously environment scanning, sending alarms and recording incidents upon detecting any abnormal
event, based on the consolidated principles of corporate security [6].

The amazing part of modern home security systems is that monitoring and control can be
performed remotely via devices as a laptops, PDAs, or cell phones. According to this criterion,
home security systems can be classified into four categories [7]:

• hardware-based, the simplest systems where both monitoring and control are implemented
in hardware,

• passive systems, where only the monitoring is remote (the control is manual),

• phone based systems, with monitoring and control performed through the phone (wired
and/or cellular) network

• web-based systems, identical to phone-based but using the Internet as the communication
infrastructure.
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Hardware-based systems in general offer high performances but with higher costs than other
solutions, and they might be subjected to proprietary solutions thus with potentially drawbacks
as less interoperability and less flexibility; conversely, lower performances but greatest flexibility
at limited costs is achieved with phone- and web-based systems, which are now more and more
adopted for home surveillance.

Moreover, the use of these systems together with the cutting-edge hardware and software
technologies of mobile devices allows a more effective implementation of the intelligent [8] and
pervasive (or ubiquitous) computing paradigma [9], [10].

The intelligence is now often embedded into modern applications, for instance the surveillance
system could adapt to the environment through self-learning [11] or it can automatically start
some countermeasure as some critical event occurs [12].

The concepts of ubiquitous and pervasive computing, sometimes considered as similar [13]
or even overlapped with mobile or embedded computing [14], are implemented on one hand
thanks to the advanced pc-based hardware (sensors, actuators etc.) available for home secu-
rity, in accordance with the ubiquitous computing paradigm where computers ”vanish into the
background” [16], [15], on the other hand the use of smatphones or PDAs as monitor/controller
devices gives users the possibility of accessing information and services anytime from anywhere,
as promoted by the pervasive computing approach [17].

Another relevant issue concerning home security systems is the underlying transmission net-
work, indeed a consolidated standardization is still missing [18], whilst the need for a quick
deployed and cost-effective wireless solution to support easy remote control and affordable data
transmission is emerging rapidly [19].

Currently, several home wireless networks are available as infrared technology (IrDA), Blue-
tooth and ZigBee protocol. IrDA operates over short distances and is subjected to high error
rate, whereas the Bluetooth technology is limited by network capacity and performances.

The most promising standard for wireless home and personal area networks is then repre-
sented by the ZigBee technology [20], [21], which comes with features as low complexity, low
data error rate, low power and low-cost [22], [23].

The work presented in this paper falls into the scenario outlined above, in particular we
propose an intelligent surveillance system for home security that receives intrusion attempts
detected by sensors and cameras connected through a ZigBee-based network and classifies such
intrusions with a customizable algorithm in order to exclude false positive cases (e.g. leaves
moved by the wind); this paper is an extended version of [24].

Potential alarms can be managed via an iPhone R⃝ application that receives alarms, and
allows users to use the iPhone as a system remote controller and as a monitoring console to view
real-time camera images.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the architecture of the system, while
in section 3 we describe in detail the application that manages devices, processes alarms detec-
tion and implements the push notification service. Section 4 shows the calibration that helps
false positive intrusion detection as well as the system at work; finally, section 5 presents our
conclusions and further works.

2 The Physical Layer

The home surveillance system we propose is represented in Figure 1; its components come
from several goals to be addressed:

• First, we want to detect of unauthorized accesses to the perimeter, i.e. whenever a potential
intrusion occurs it should be detected using infrared radars and ip cameras)
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• the system must be able to classify the events detected, distinguishing between real intru-
sions and false positives e.g. due to leaves moved by the wind or to animals; this goal is
achieved through a customizable algorithm [25] that can be tailored to both indoor and
outdoor environments

• Finally, once real intrusions are recognized, the system provides a notification via an
iPhone R⃝ application so the user is immediately warned; he should also be able to view
real-time images from cameras, so real-time countermeasures as siren activation or police
action request can be taken.

Figure 1: Logical schema of the proposed suirveillance system

Referring to Figure 1, the system key component is the supervisor which manages the network,
the data coming from devices (cameras and radars) as well as remote iPhone connections and
finally processes video images for intrusions detection.

The supervisor used in our experiments was a medium-performance notebook, including a
Pentium R⃝ dual-core CPU @ 2.30GHz and 2GB RAM, however the system does not require
significant CPU/bandwidth resources, so it can be easily implemented on a low-cost 32-bit mi-
crocontroller provided with a serial interface (to allow communications with the coordinator
module).

The coordinator acts as the interface between the supervisor and the ZigBee network; it
is implemented using a custom ZigBee module, it manages the low-level network and can be
configured and managed via standard serial interface.

Moreover, we used only devices that provide standard TTL output, in order to easily achieve
interoperability with any programmable digital circuit. To manage the communication between
the devices and the ZigBee module we used a microcontroller that listens to events from the
device and controls the ZigBee module.

For instance, the PIR (passive infrared) based component, i.e. a typical residential PIR
motion detector with multi-Fresnel lens cover, needs to be interfaced with the ZigBee network;
to this purpose, we used the PIC16F628A microcontroller (see Fig.2), identical to the well known
PIC16F84 except for its additional USART module, which allows a high level management of
serial communication. In addition to standard pins connection, as clock and reset, also the
RB0/INT (pin 6) and RB2/TX/CK (pin 8) were connected, in particular the former was used
to receive asynchronous interrupt signals coming from the PIR radar, whilst the latter was set
up as an output for the PIC16F628A and used to connect to the ZigBee network.

The microcontroller run at a 16MHz frequency clock in order to ensure the compatibility
with the ZigBee module The microcontroller waits for signals coming from sensors TTL output;
as soon as it receives a signal - i.e. a potential alarm - it alerts the coordinator (via the ZigBee
module) that controls the camera using the RS232 protocol.

Note that each module acts as a ZigBee End Device, so they spend most of the time in a
sleep state, thus saving energy. This however also requires to ”wake up” the device in order to
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Figure 2: Interfacing a PIR motion detector with the ZigBee network using the PIC16F628A

communicate with it, so the PIC16F628A was programmed so that the device changes from the
sleep to the ready state before sending a command, and the same controller allows the device
going into the sleep state again after the command has been executed. Finally, note that for
the PIR motion detector we also detect potential tampering attempts by connecting the device
TAMP pin to the PIC16F628A so that an alarm is sent even in this case.

3 The Application Layer

The architecture described in the previous section operates thanks to the supervisor applica-
tion, a software that manages devices and evaluates alarms, helping to prune false positive ones.
Such application is arranged into the following modules:

• Control module: it controls the physical connection with devices and is based on the
QextSerialPort project [27]; this module automatically detects new devices (for instance,
a new radar) and allows the supervisor user to add it to the ZigBee network

• ZigBee management module: it is an higher layer manager of the ZigBee devices as cameras
and radars;

• Alarm management module: it processes potential alarms to remove false positives and
manages the remote alarm notifications as well as control.

All these modules are implemented in C++ within the Qt Framework [26], whereas the
OpenCV libraries [28] were used to process images coming from IP camera.

In particular, the available libraries to communicate with the coordinator were developed as
an OCX control, so just Windows R⃝-based systems can interface with the system. To overcome
this limitation, we develop a C++ version of such libraries; this not only provides more compati-
bility, but also can be easily interfaced with computer vision (CV) softwares, which are generally
written in C language.

The reason for choosing the Qt Framework is that it ensures platform portability and operat-
ing system independence; its only drawback is the Phonon framework used by Qt to manage the
multimedia layer. Phonon is an abstract framework whose implementation depends on the oper-
ating systems, in particular it leverages the Quicktime R⃝ libraries for Mac OS-X, DirectShow R⃝
libraries within the Windows R⃝ platform and GStreamer for Linux OS. Phonon does not allow
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an easy single frame management of a video stream, so we exploited the QTKit and QuickTime
frameworks to write a class that provided these functionalities.

A complete UML diagram of the supervisor application is depicted in Fig.3, in particular:

Figure 3: UML diagram of the proposed system

• the ZBDevice class represents a generic ZigBee device with its standards parameters, as
the MAC address, the type of device and so on

• three classes are derived from the ZBDevice, i.e. the ZBNetworkCoordinator, the ZBRadar
and the ZBCamera, whose roles are clearly understandable; in particular, the coordinator
is the only device that can access the physical network via the SerialPortHandler class

• the ZBNetwork class describes the underlying ZigBee network, whereas asynchronous sig-
nals in the network are managed by the SerialPortReceiver, that forwards such signals to
the right device, for instance as soon as the coordinator is turned on, it sends a message to
its supervisor with its mac address in order to be registered following a process mediated
by the SerialPortReceiver which also exploits the SerialPortHandler to provide message
acknowledgements

A snapshot of the supervisor application is presented in fig.4.
In the following we discuss how the alarms are detected, whereas the subsection 3.2 shows

how the remote notification occurs whenever a relevant alarm is detected.

3.1 Alarms detection

The MP4 video stream generated by the IP camera is provided to the supervisor’s alarm
processing module through a Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) server connected via the
wireless connection; this allows the evaluation of whether an intrusion occurred and an alarm
should be generated or not.

The received frames are evaluated through the algorithm (details can be found in [25]) in
order to assign a precision (i.e. a numeric value) thus establishing whether a false positive has
been detected.

To do this, the first (trivial) solution we adopted was to evaluate the difference between the
current frame and the previous one, applying a threshold to detect a binary pattern; this worked
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Figure 4: Snapshot of the supervisor application

in almost static background scenarios, as for indoors environments (e.g. a room) with constant
lighting, but it is not suitable when frames background is not static, for instance when tree leaves
are moved by the wind.

The next step was to apply the Gaussian Background Model [29], citeLee2:2005, in order to
effectively remove the (even dynamic) background; the algorithm implemented in the supervisor
application works following the steps illustrated in fig. 5: it first converts colour images into a
black and white format for binary processing (1), then it detects the foreground (2) and extracts
the corresponding bounding rectangle (3), i.e. the area where the gaussian model detected
relevant information.

Figure 5: Alarms sources extraction process of the supervisor algorithm

Bounding rectangles across subsequent frames are compared for a given time interval and
if something is detected with a specified precision, an alarm is generated; the system stores in
XML format any relevant event, should it determine an alarm or not, in accordance with a set
of severity levels.
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Note that alarm detection is completely customizable by setting algorithm parameters, so
a proper configuration allows to correctly distinguish between false positives/negatives and real
alarms; for instance, the threshold can be reduced for indoor environments (where the back-
ground is almost static) so even a little movement will be detected; similarly, the minimum
bounding rectangle can be increased, in order to discard cats/dogs movement detection in out-
door environments and so on.

Parameters should be tailored to the actual scenario the system will be installed into (section
4 shows a typical calibration session); in fig. 6 the C struct implementing such parameters is
shown, together with the screenshot of the supervisor application used to set up their values.
Details about the meaning of parameters and how they affect the CV recognition process can be
found in the OpenCV documentation [28].

Figure 6: CV Parameters set up

3.2 Alarm notifications and remote control

As soon as a (possibly real) alarm is detected, the system sends notification to the user, also
providing a remote control of overall systems functionalities. These are implemented making use
of the well-known push technology [31], citePohja:2009, in particular we used the Apple Push
Notification Service (APNS in the following) [33].

The supervisor application is first registered at the server providing APNS; then, whenever
the supervisor needs to send a notification, it establishes a secure connection to the APNS using
the certificate obtained by the APNS during the registration, and finally data are transmitted.
The format of the packet being sent is illustrated in figure7, where the deviceToken is a 32 byte
device identifier and the Payload represents the notification, created according to the JSON
format, a lightweight data-interchange format based on a subset of the JavaScript language [34].

During our tests notifications were received within about 4 seconds since the request, that
can be considered a good response time for this kind of application.

To manage notifications and provide remote control functionalities, a mobile application
operates in conjunction with the supervisor’s software counterpart.
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Figure 7: The format of notifications sent by the supervisior

This application was developed in Objective-C within the Cocoa Touch framework [35], and it
displays notifications received from the push server, also allowing the management of the ZigBee
network (e.g. enabling or disabling devices) and the possibility of remotely examining current
camera video stream from the mobile phone, checking whether it deals with a real intrusion
on not and applying proper countermeasures, as an alarm activation or a police call for on-site
actions.

Finally, note that the system also performs a complete log of all events, each stored with a
severity level, a timestamp and a description, so that it will be possible to analyze who, why and
when a given alarm notification has been triggered.

4 Experiments and Results

In order to evaluate the performance of the intrusion detection system presented in previous
sections, we performed two types of test, the former to assess how the calibration affects alarms
classification and the latter is about the behaviour of the ZigBee network, in particular for what
concerns the largest area that can be effectively kept under surveillance.

To assess false positive alarms pruning, we used a PanasonicTM standard VGA resolution
camera in two different scenarios, an indoor environment (a room) with scarce illumination and
the an outdoor environment (a garden in front of a house) with strong lighting.

For each scenario we performed 50 test sessions, 25 with an intruder walking in front of
the camera and the remaining 25 without intrusion. Finally, results from each scenario have
been evaluated first without any configuration for the detection algorithm parameters (i.e. with
default values) and then providing calibration for such values (details are here omitted [25]) In
the following we present the test results using diagrams that show the number of tests according
to the percentage of accuracy reached (ranging from 0 to 100%).

The measures for the indoor scenario with no calibration (see figure 8 a) show unsatisfactory
results. In the set of 25 tests with an intruder, 20% of them shown negative results, i.e. the
system did not detect the intruder. The same scenario with no intruder shows incorrect results
for 44% of tests (a non-existent intruder is detected); this was due to missing calibration and
also by changes in the light coming from the windows (which lead to false positive detection).

After the calibration, results significantly improved as figure 8 b) shows. The algorithm
indeed detected the intruder with high accuracy (no false negative occurred), and similarly in
the case of absence of the intruder (no false positive have been detected).

The second scenario concerns an outdoor environment with strong lighting (a garden in front
of a house in the morning); results are displayed in figure 9. The significantly increasing in
illumination allow better results even with no calibration (see fig. 9 a); the algorithm indeed
shown high precision in detecting an intruder (no false negatives), whilst we have just 16% of
false positives in the case of no intrusion. After the calibration results were further improved
(false positives were completely prevented).

The second set of tests was about the ZigBee network, in particular we want to assess the
largest area that can be effectively kept under survelliance. To quantify this effectiveness, we
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Figure 8: Indoor scenario

used the Link Quality Indicator (LQI), an 8 bit sequence representing a figure of the quality of
the link between two ZigBee nodes [36].

To perfom such tests we used a system made up of a coordinator module and a router module
which was positioned at different locations (increasing the distance from the coordination) along
a given perimeter. At each position we performed 25 measures; results are shown in fig. 10, where
the value of LQI for distance from 0 to 12m is plotted, in particular the solid line represents
the theoretical LQI value whereas the other line represents measured LQI values. Each point is
the average of 25 measures; in the same figure we report some LQI measurements together with
corresponding variance values; note that variance remains limited until a distance of 4 meters,
whereas it increases significantly over this distance, this is due to the presence of a wall at 5 mt,
which hinders the communication between ZigBee modules.

Tests revealed worse performances than those declared on the component datasheets, indeed
the system worked well up to a distance of 20 meters even if the LQI decreased significantly
since a distance of 5 meters. However, we noted that even with a low LQI the communications
between ZigBee modules was acceptable, in particular some connection losses were detected but
the system was able to restore the connection in few seconds.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

Several intelligent and pervasive applications are being developed within the domotics con-
text. in particular, an intelligent surveillance system for home security was presented in this
paper. It exploits the ZigBee protocol and it can detect and classify intrusions to discard false
positive and negative alarms, also providing remote control functions and cameras live streaming
to allow users to analyze who and why is triggering alarms. We also presented results about
both the detection algorithm effectiveness and the ZigBee network performances.

Some future works include the following issues:

• the application currently was tested on Windows or MacOS X operating systems; to in-
crease portability, we are planning to test it in Linux-based platforms;
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Figure 9: Outdoor scenario

Figure 10: LQI versus distance between coordinator and router ZigBee modules

• the system includes just a coordinator and a router with a camera; adding other compo-
nents, e.g. smoke and gas sensors, household appliances etc., allows to build a system that
guarantees security and safety in a global fashion as electronic keys or biometric sensors to
improve the system’s capability.

• the algorithm we used to evaluate intrusions was quite simple, and it should be intended
as the best choice for first experiments (it indeed did not affect on the overall system
performance); better yet slower algorithm should be tested.
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